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President’s Message
Gabe Jaen

I

t’s summer, and vacations are in order
for some of us, or for a retiree like me,
it’s always Saturday. The weather is as it’s
always been, if you’ve been around long enough,
you just move on and do what you always have done or want to do.
For me, I took on a challenge; completing an armoire someone
started, but passed on before they could finish. You try to capture
their intentions in what they were trying to do based on some
notes, some sketches they left, and some conversations with family
and your own thoughts. We all have our way of working, how we
plan our projects, how we use our wood, how we use our joinery.
There’s the challenge. How do I integrate the rest of this armoire
with drawers and things and make my contribution innocuous, so
that the family will see it as his or her original effort? That is my
summertime project.
Someone once said if you want to learn how to make good furniture, do repairs and refinishing on other peoples’ work. You’ll see
different approaches to joinery and finishes for different types of
furniture and you build a mental catalog of these things for yourself when you’re building something of your own. Enjoy your summer and woodworking.

A warning for all LIWC members.
There have been some problems among
our members regarding Email attachments.
Please make sure your anti-viral programs
are up to date.
To all members:
We are happy to receive your photos for publication. If you send a digital photo, please take
the picture in either JPG or TIF format (Mac or
PC), at the highest possible resolution. If you
send a “regular” photo, please send a print,
not a slide.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS’ CLUB
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Secretary’s
Report

Notes From the Editor

Owen Brady &
Steve Costello

Mike Daum

I

t wasn’t the first Wednesday of the month,
but for those who read the last newsletter,
the July meeting was held on the following
Tuesday. This change was made because of the 4th of
July holiday.
The attendance was low, about 45-50 members,
but the spirits were high. Gabe started the meeting by
asking all how they liked the newsletter’s new look,
and it was a resounding success, according to the
response. Gabe then asked for a show of hands as to
who read his book review on “The Accurate Table Saw”
by Ian Kirby, and he reminded us to always keep two
push sticks on hand on both sides of the fence and
suggested that we all read the book for more great tips.
Gabe offered to spend some time with those
interested that had or used those inexpensive dovetail
jigs but there were no takers. Bob Urso indicated that
he was looking for both ideas and presenters for the
upcoming meetings and would welcome all comments
and ideas.
Steve Costello spoke on the trip down to
Frank Klausz’ shop on September 14 and those who
owe money should bring it to the next meeting. For
any information on the trip you may call Steve at 631427-8070. So far there are 27 who have signed up with
room for 3 more.
We were treated with a variety of sharpening
techniques by Owen Brady and Charlie James
(remember him)? Graham Kelly also had some of his
jigs he made for sharpening turning gouges. Mike
Daum put on an interesting exercise on hand planing
using a small Japanese plane, and Bob Urso put on an
exhibit of turning and getting others to take their turn
at their first attempts on a lathe.

A

s you may have noticed, The Woodrack has
been introducing fellow woodworkers in the
form of shop visits and member profiles to
those of us that may not have the chance to meet and
greet at the monthly meetings. Gabe Jaen has been writing of his shop visits for some time now, and the inclusion of pictures has been a great improvement - we can
now “place the face”. With nearly 200 members it will
take some time to include us all, but I hope you would
agree that the profiles are a considerable help in realizing the diverse talents our members possess.
Another feature I have been asked to include are
methods of work. This area of woodworking will always
garner attention from beginners, novices, and experts
alike. Therefore, The Woodrack is seeking members who
may be working on, or have completed a project, to submit their experience spanning design to finishing. This
would also include jig-making, which are projects in
themselves. If you are interested but lack in writing skills
(or can’t be bothered), feel free to contact me or Gabe to
arrange a shop visit where our Woodrack writers can
organize the article for you, take pictures, and provide
you with the means to share your knowledge. Otherwise,
type it up and carry it to the meetings, or email it to me
at the address below.
An ideal scenario would be to describe your
method of work here, and then bring your project to a
monthly meeting to display it during the “show and tell’
portion of our gathering (and ultimately next years’
show exhibit).
Thanks again to our layout editor Daryl
Rosenblatt. I am holding many pats on the back for
you for a job well done in the transformation of this
fine woodworking publication (hint, hint). You can contact me at newsletter@liwoodworkers.org
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R ound
Mike Daum, creating a
shaving with his
Japanese plane, to
match the "premade
shavings" he secretly
brought to the Round
Robin

Owen Brady.
So many tools, so
________ skill.
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R obin

July
2002
Guess what Bob Urso
is turning, and you
win it!!

Charlie James,
sweatin’ a fine edge.
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woodworking, is utilitarian, so you should be able to
touch it, sit on it, or whatever.

Shop VIsit
Gabe Jaen

I

finally got to visit with member Rich Macrae
and his family at his home in Greenlawn. I’m
glad I caught up with him in these days of his
more settled lifestyle. Rich, I think, has planted roots in
Long Island after having lived in several western states
and Pennsylvania. He and his wife Ellie, 2 teenage boys
and a lovely young girl make up the family. About the
young daughter; he tells me when he attends his daughter’s school functions he looks around at the other parents and feels like he’s the grandfather as he strokes the
gray in his beard.

Let’s continue. His bathrooms have these beautiful cherry medicine and storage cabinets he made, his
boy’s bedrooms have desks he made, and his family
room has a cherry entertainment center with pocket
doors. In another room is an oak armoire with drawers,
and in the bedroom was a cherry blanket chest. I
thought the blanket chest was the one he had at the last
show we had in the Barn, but as it turned out it was
one of seven or eight he has made, most of which he
has given away as gifts. So I asked, “Where’s the shop
where all of this is made?” He took me outside to the
back of the house, had me step back, and pointed out
the extension he had added to the house. It was a two

My first stop was inside his home where he has
done a great deal of the interior. It is easy to overlook
some of his work because you’re looking for pieces of
furniture you feel he may have made, some of which I
did find, and some which Rich pointed out to me. But
you have to look carefully because the finished look in
the house is deceiving. For example, in his dining room
he pointed to the crown molding he installed and that
alone (because of the many cuts needed) was tricky, but
what it wrapped around was even more challenging. He
had made two cupboards on the same wall in opposite
corners. They are outstanding. I had glossed over them
because typically I look for free-standing furniture.
These two pieces were painted the same color as the
molding in the room. Everything blended so naturally,
causing me to think that all this was there when they story affair about 14 x 20 or more, and he smiled and
first moved in. Well, I was in for a new perspective on said, “It has a basement, my shop.” Say no more. We
what our members do with their woodworking skills.
went down to the basement and I saw a well lit area,
eight foot ceilings, clean walls, and some natural light
As we continued touring the house, he showed filtering in. You’ve got to realize that I too have a baseme some more of these constructions he had made. He ment shop, in a 94 year old house with six and a half
tells me his interests are in architectural woodworking, foot ceilings, and next to no natural lighting. The shop
which is in line with a book he touted called is laid out typically, the table saw in the middle, band“Traditional Woodwork” by Mario Rodriguez. I happen saw, 6” jointer, surface planers, and a compound miter
to have that book and when I looked at it I saw a cor- saw with extended arms that are all portable.
ner cabinet in it that looked like Rich’s two cupboards. Workbenches and handtools, routers all within reach,
Another important thing to mention is that Rich is all very nicely arranged taking advantage of the ample
helped in all of this by his wife Ellie, who is an archi- space in his shop. At this time he showed me his old
tectural draftsperson. Ellie did the drawings for the shop in the other part of the house. Well, it was a lot
cupboards. The drawings provided all the necessary crit- smaller, cramped, and the overhead was more suited to
ical dimensions. Rich’s interest, as he refers to his
6
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woodworkers 5’8” and shorter, so it’s not the space that
counts, it’s the individual.
Rich has all the tools you need plus some, like
a Leigh dovetail jig, even though he can brag about his
handmade dovetails which he was quick to show me,
and remind me that the pins belong on the sides of a
drawer, not the front like I did on my table I had at
the show. So, where did Rich acquire all these skills? He
tells me his father never even had a screwdriver or a
pair of pliers in the house at the same time, and none
of his siblings were interested in these things either.
But he, at the early age of six, was always taking things
apart and fixing things. The curiosity never left him,
and necessity caused him to use this curiosity to make

things he needed or wanted. Because of his perseverance, anything he wants to make he will read and
research it, make a few samples, then go to it. His
pieces will surely endure the test of time. He has gone
to Williamsburg, Virginia when they have woodworking classes, which he highly recommends. Though he
doesn’t have as much time as he’d like to have to further hone his skills, he manages to balance family,
work, and play well. It was a truly pleasant visit. Rich’s
dry humor was evident throughout the visit and so the
rest of the day went equally as well. It’s always a “trip”
to visit with a member, and I hope to continue this
along with anyone in the club wanting to write a profile on a member or even about themselves.

Cr ossw ood Puzzle
Across
2. Project start
3. Dark wood, sometimes with purple streaks
5. 30 club members visiting his workshop in September
8. Backbone of the shop
11. A stable medium for veneering (abbv)
14.According to Steve Eckers, a good project for next year's
show exhibit
17. What you should drain daily
19. Hardwood with large pores
20. A lathe is required for it
Down
1. Replaces v-belts for reduced vibration
4. Plumb, square, and ________
6. Famous for his rocking chairs, ____ Maloof
7. There are four parts to a Japanese plane. This is one of
them
9. According to the club data sheets, nearly all of our clubs'
members owns this power tool
10. excellent wood for making prototypes and painted furniture
12. Woodworker II maker
13. "...can never have enough ______"
15. _____ tolerance inserts for the table saw reduce tearout
16. Owen Brady's shop attire
18. Aromatic wood

Congratulations to
Jim McAllum and Rich
Weil for knowing that
the photos were:

Answers to July Puzzle
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1.
2.
3.
4.

A bench slave
Clamp rack
Floor sweep
Miter saw
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My Jointer Ruined My Table Saw!
Bernie Hunt

I

just came from a couple of hours down in the
shop. I won’t bore you with the details, but I was
making some 2x construction wood square and
flat. I’m finishing up a bathroom job at my wife’s office and
I needed some wood that’s more accurate than what the lumber yard sells. Anyway, before the final ripping session to
square up the second side, I stopped to clean my table saw
blade. It was dirty four jobs ago and was impacting cut quality two jobs ago, so I’m finally getting around to cleaning it.
(Editor: I’m sure that Bernie’s the only person in the club that procrastinates.)
I got out a bottle of CMT’s Formula 2050 blade and
bit cleaner that I bought just for this task. If you’ve never
tried this stuff, you should. Spray it on, wait a couple of
minutes, and wipe off all the pitch and junk. It’s that easy.
I cleaned up my primary combo blade and a rip blade I keep
hanging around. I even shined up the chop saw blade. I was
on a roll!
I mounted the combo blade back in the table saw,
grabbed some wood to test, and gave it a try. The tear-out
from the pitch was gone, but the surface just wasn’t like it
used to be. Well, the blade must be dull. I take out the regular blade and put in the special backup blade I’ve been
keeping for emergencies when I need to have my blade sharpened. Run my test board through and it’s the same results.
It’s good, but not that sharp edge I expect.
Hmmm, the saw must be out of alignment. Out
come the dial indicators and the test jigs. Nope, not that.
The fence is a couple of thousands from being dead square
to the blade. Double hmmm, this must really be serious. I
run my boards through to get the square edge I need, and
clean up for the night.
As I’m sweeping, I’m thinking. It’s bugging me to
know what the problem is here. I’ve been blaming all my bad
cuts on the dirty blade. I fixed that and the tear-out’s gone,
but it’s still not perfect.
About that time, I’m dusting off my jointer and I
notice an evil smile on it’s face. My jointer ruined my table
saw! It’s all become clear now!
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As a new and learning woodworker with a daytime
job and a wife that takes up most of his time, my progress
in knowledge and expectation is sometimes slow. Sometime
after I bought my table saw, I pried open my wallet and
bought a good blade for it. I saved up and got a Forrest
WWII. Half the choice was because it was rated the best
blade out there and half because it was the trendy blade to
havewith the guys I hung out with, hahahaha. Forrest makes
a very nice blade. I have since met some people from Amana
and they also make a very nice blade. I suspect there are 3 or
4 people out there that make very nice blades, but I had a
Forrest and it rocked my world! I had never needed cuts that
great. I could edge joint straight off the table saw. Wow, was
I in heaven!
Then a year or so later the jointer entered the house.
Not only could I put a nice edge on a board, I could make
it flat at the same time! Now that is really cool, but suddenly
the edge made by my saw wasn’t good enough anymore.
Great as it was for what it was, it had been replaced by a better way to make a better edge. My world had changed and I
didn’t even realize it. I fear that I’ve started sliding down
that slippery slope with the galoots and their hand tools. I
may be an edge junky who’s just tasted his first high.
Hmmm.
How about you? What tool or technique changed
your woodworking world? When did you realize that you
had raised your standards for your work? Jump on the club’s
website and let us all know. Better yet, write up a quick paragraph and give to Mike or Daryl for the newsletter. Am I the
only one who’s ever experienced this?
In Response: Bernie - interestingly enough, I recently needed to crosscut a lot of purpleheart (we’re talking 40% harder than red oak
here). I took out my 20 tooth Amana and put in my trusty 80 tooth
Freud thin kerf Teflon blade, and the wood burned. Cleaned it with
CMT Formula 2050, still burned. Tried my new Amana 60 tooth
crosscut blade. Burn, baby, burn! Went out and bought a new 80
tooth Freud 1/8” Teflon blade - success! Turns out it was the slight
deflection from using the thin kerf blades that caused the burning.
Then, after changing blades and operations several times, I crosscut
a few more purpleheart pieces with great results. Then I noticed something surprising. The blade I had just used this time was the Amana
20 tooth rip blade! No burn, no tearout! Go figure.
Mike Daum
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Book Review
Steve Eckers

A

re you tired of making the same old projects?
Are you looking for a new project that will
challenge your mind as well as your hands?
Do you like to show off your skills as a woodworker
without having to make a large, time consuming, spacehogging project? If you can answer YES to any of these
questions, then I’ve got just the book and project for
you.

ishes that a puzzle maker would want to be aware of.
Yes, the puzzles in this book can be made with a small
number of hand tools, but power tools will make these
puzzles easier to make.

The book starts with a few simple wooden puzzles that
a young child will find challenging, but the majority of
the puzzles in this book will challenge your skills as a
woodworker and your ability as a puzzle solver. Most
are quite intricate, with trick latches, hidden pathways,
When Noah Webster wrote his first dictionary, he
and complex and critical assembly. Directions for mandefined “woodworker” as a noun, describing a person
ufacturing the puzzles are clear and concise with many
who works with wood. Mr. Webster may have had a way
well-drawn pictures to help you make
with words, but he sure did not undereach of these miniature works of art.
stand or completely describe the person
The instructions will also help you to
who is a woodworker. Here’s my update
solve the puzzles. By mixing woods of
of Mr. Webster’s work; Woodworker: a
various colors, each puzzle becomes a
noun describing a person who works
visual delight, as well as a mindwith wood; a person who never throws a
expanding exercise in problem solvpiece of wood away; a person who derives
ing.
his/her enjoyment and/or his/her
income from delighting people with
As mentioned earlier, James W.
his/her skills in manufacturing items out
Follette is also a physician. The final
of wood.
chapter of the book is dedicated to
True woodworkers never throw wood away. They are
always saving small pieces and muttering to themselves
“there must be something I can make out of this pretty piece of mahogany (or walnut, or maple, or rosewood).” I recently received a book which will help me
diminish my “save pile”, while enlarging other peoples’
joy. The book titled “New Wood Puzzle Designs” is
written by James W. Follette, a doctor who also enjoys
making toys and puzzles out of wood.
The book opens with a chapter on wood, glue, sanding,
and finishing. This chapter is an excellent introduction
to the technical end of wood and woodworking. Wood
movement, the bane of all woodworkers, is discussed at
length, along with the different types of glues and fin-
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safety in the shop, and how to treat some of the more
common accidents. A list of items that should be in a
shop’s first aid kit is also included in this chapter. Most
of these items are already scattered around our house,
but keeping a kit in a workshop can be a true lifesaver.
I am donating my copy of this book to the club library
so that you too can have the pleasure of reading a well
thought out book that will give you many hours of
pleasure reading, but more importantly, one that will
challenge your skills as a woodworker.

Published by Linden Publishing, Fresno CA.
(www.lindenpub.com) or 1-800-345-4447
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The Marketplace

U PC OMIN G E VENT S
AT THE LIWC

Porter Cable 1 3/4 HP variable speed router. 1/2” collet. Excellent condition. Price to sell $175
Reliant Shop Vacuum. 110/220 Good Condition. Like new.
Steve Costello
(631) 427-8070

Jet 610 CFM Dust Collector with finer mesh Reliant dust bags. Very
good shape, needs new 110V plug. $150
Daryl Rosenblatt
(516) 627-0647

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKER’S CLUB

6 Bralo Court
Kings Park, NY 11754

August 7th Month Meeting
Aime Fraser on
proper furniture painting
techniques

Sept. 4th Monthly Meeting
Sept. 14th
A visit to Frank Klausz’
shop, for those who have
signed up.

